“Commitment to Veterans”

“All nation that does not honor its heroes will not long endure.”

- Abraham Lincoln
“Commitment to Veterans”

A more robust military outreach program will enable UPS to benefit from the strong leadership, technical and problem-solving skills of the men and women who have served in the military, while at the same time providing an opportunity to act responsibly as a business, an employer and a corporate citizen.
“Commitment to Veterans” - Four Focus Areas

Employment – work with key veteran’s groups with direct connection to the DOD to increase the number of veterans we hire.

Engagement - increase the level of employee engagement with military and veteran activities through the Neighbor-to-Neighbor (N2N) program.

Recognition - increase the level of recognition of our employees that have served in the military or are currently serving.

Reputation – enhance our reputation as a “military friendly employer”.

“Commitment to Veterans”
Military Family Gets an Assist from UPS

Candice Hill and family get a much needed homecoming

Sometimes going home is the right thing to do. For Candice Hill, it was the ONLY thing to do.

At the beginning of this year, the former Finance Specialist in Nashville learned the news she has come to expect as the wife of an Army reservist. Her husband, Philip (a part-time supervisor in the Whites Creek Hub), received deployment orders for a year-long tour in Kuwait.

Candice and her two young children, Cherry, 9, and Canden, 1, would be alone in Nashville, a city where neither mother nor father has any family. This became even more daunting when little Canden underwent major surgery to repair an abnormality associated with his skull.

“Phillip was able to come home from Kuwait for two weeks because of the surgery,” says Candice. “But then he had to go back.”

Not only were Candice and the children alone, the couple’s families live in Jackson, MS – hundreds of miles away.